Essay

Have you ever been robbed and one of your family member was taken hostage and you and others were threaten and you your sister or brother was scar for life and was later in your life of tomorrow took effect and made you do something you would be guilty of for the rest of your life or that it made unable to focus on school or other things which would be very important to you and when you are so distracted off of them it could also take an effect on your life like making you become poor and now you would have to steal from people drop out and now selling drugs or dealing and probably next end up killing in self defense from drug addicting thieves well this is how violence takes a kids childhood and why it needs to stop so that youth violence don't have to happen to the children of tomorrow.

Youth violence affected my life by interrupting my life of learning in school and others because all I was being focusing on was protecting myself and also of which safe place I was going to walk so I don’t get in trouble when going out or coming home and this would mostly affect other people in my thinking by making them do stuff which they will really regret like taking revenge on the person which hurt their family or killed any of their family members.

The causes of youth violence which I could think up of is mostly the ones which will really take a high affect on kids teens life is for example drug dealers because they will offer addicting drugs to anyone as long
as they will make money and the other one would be gangbangers because they will push you into doing anything to earn pride and trust even killing people and not having money is one big thing because not having money can cause someone to do any of those crimes you can think of and it is the thing which makes youth violence in the top.

What I or we could really do to stop youth violence is first thing first is try to bring it down as much by providing free stuff more often and the best thing on the list would be to increase the activities in school and create afterschool program for kids to keep their mind really busy but eventually I believe that the best tactic would be to take in guns and give back money because that would decrease youth violence and other crimes around a city more since many people use gun to threaten others to get their money so I believe having to take that away would be the best thing there is to do or making guns illegal like if someone has a gun they would go to prison for life.

Being a victim or witness of youth violence is pretty hard and as the witness being a child it may take many effect on the kids life and will someday in the future cause youth violence by effecting the everyday life of that kid or activities and youth violence is created in many ways which we citizen of the united state can prevent from happening and the best way that I believe was possible was taking in guns and giving money in return and also blocking the easy access to guns in the first place.